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Monday, February 17, 2014 277adynamic laser light scattering studies, we determined the efficacy of linear
(22 kDa and 25 kDa) and branched (0.6 kDa, 1.2 kDa 10 kDa and 25 kDa)
PEI to condense a 5256 base pair plasmid DNA (pGL3). Linear PEIs were
more efficacious than branched PEIs in condensing plasmid DNA to nanopar-
ticles. EC50 values (concentration of PEI at 50% condensation) were 0.054
and 0.075 microgram per milliliter, respectively, for linear and branched
PEIs when the condensing buffer contained 10 mM Naþ. Hydrodynamic radii
of DNA nanoparticles were comparable (158 nm for linear and 150 nm for
branched) when PEIs were used as condensing agents. Straight lines were
obtained when log[EC50] was plotted against log[Naþ], where Naþ is the so-
dium ion concentration in the buffer used for plasmid DNA condensation.
The slope of this plot, dlog[EC50]/dlog[Naþ] is a quantitative measure of
the relationship between multivalent and monovalent ions in condensing
plasmid DNA. Our results showed a slightly negative (0.016) slope for
22 kDa and 25kDa linear PEIs and slightly positive (0.033) slope for
25 kDa branched PEI. Taken together, our data show that PEIs are excellent
promoters of DNA condensation to nanoparticles. Plasmid DNA condensa-
tion might be a possible mechanism by which PEIs drive DNA transportation
in cells.
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At the increasing density imposed by external osmotic pressure, DNA in
monovalent salt solutions (e.g., NaCl) to goes through a set of ordered mes-
ophases, finally crystallizing into an orthorhombic crystal. While the transi-
tion from the (chiral) nematic to the line-hexatic phase has been observed
before, it is still unclear whether the transition is of second order or weak
first order. In multivalent salt solutions (e.g., CoHex = Co(NH3)6 Cl3),
DNA is known to collapse into an ordered aggregate under osmotic pressure,
or even at zero osmotic pressure at large enough concentrations of the multi-
valent salt. It has remained unclear what is the connection between these two
ordering transitions – with vs. without CoHex. By using a novel method of
temperature-regulating the osmotic stress imposed on the DNA subphase, we
show that there exists a continuity of states between these two ordering tran-
sitions and that they are of the same type. We use the small but accurately
measurable temperature dependence of the osmotic pressure of a PEG solu-
tion to fine-regulate the osmotic stress with which it acts on the DNA sub-
phase. This allows us to set the osmotic pressure to an accuracy never
achieved before. This advance in experimental methodology allows us
then to detect small but nevertheless finite changes in the density of DNA
as it goes through the ordering transitions. In this way, we first determine
experimentally the small density change that occurs at the (chiral) nematic
to line-hexatic phase transition. For Na-DNA, this density change can be
translated into a ~1.5 Angstrom change in the interaxial spacing. This den-
sity discontinuity at the phase transition either does not depend on the NaCl
concentration or varies by < 0.1 Angstrom as the salt concentration is
varied.
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We combined single-molecule force spectroscopy with nuclear magnetic
resonance measurements and molecular mechanics simulations to examine
overstretching transitions in single-stranded nucleic acids. In single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) and single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) there is a low-
force transition that involves unwinding of the helical structure, along with
base unstacking. We determined that the high-force transition that occurs
in polydeoxyadenylic acid (ssDNA) is caused by the cooperative forced flip-
ping of the dihedral angle formed between four atoms, O5’-C5’-C4’-C3’
(g torsion), in the nucleic acid backbone within the canonical B-type helix.
The g torsion also flips under force in A-type helices, where the helix is
shorter and wider as compared to the B-type helix, but this transition is
less cooperative than in the B-type and does not generate a high-force plateau
in the force spectrums of A-type helices. We find that a similar high-force
transition can be induced in polyadenylic acid (ssRNA) by urea, presumably
due to disrupting the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the backbone. We
hypothesize that a pronounced high force transition observed for B-type he-
lices of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) also involves a cooperative flip of theg torsion. These observations suggest new fundamental relationships between
the canonical structures of single- and double-stranded DNA and the mecha-
nism of their molecular elasticity.
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Recently, hydrated ionic liquids (ILs) have been identified as novel solvent
media in conferring greater stability on proteins and DNA. In an earlier study
with a conventional imidazolium-based IL, we established intrusion of the IL
cation into the solvation shell of DNA, particularly the minor groove, as a
key factor in long-term stability. Nonetheless, there is a continuous surge to
find and develop nontoxic ILs for biological applications. Thus, we extended
our investigations to DNA stability in biocompatible hydrated choline-based
ILs with a range of anions. Results from molecular dynamics simulations
and CD spectroscopic data suggest that the native B-conformation of DNA is
retained in these ILs. DNA stability is majorly attributable to IL cation-DNA
interactions, and for a given anion, the imidazolium cation shows stronger bind-
ing to DNA than cholinium. The extent of DNA dehydration by these diverse
classes of ILs is, however, comparable. The solvent microstructure revealed
strong ion pairing in ILs composed of the cholinium cation and carboxylate an-
ions. ILs of such kind, by virtue of their larger volume compared to ILs with
solvent-separated ion-pairs, can dehydrate DNA effectively, despite being
weakly binding ligands. Conversely, the imidazolium cations dehydrate by
integrating into the DNA grooves through strong electrostatic and hydrogen
bonding interactions, closely resembling groove binding drugs. The implica-
tions of this differential mode of dehydration, and consequent stability, of
DNA by the two classes of ILs are expected to find relevance in different areas
of DNA-IL-based applications.
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DNA supercoiling is an often overlooked participant in essential cellular
processes including transcription, replication and recombination. Supercoils
are both a byproduct of and a significant input to these processes. For
example, RNA polymerase prefers binding negatively supercoiled DNA
and produces positive supercoiling ahead of (and negative supercoiling
behind) the transcription site. Subject to thermal fluctuations and DNA-
protein interactions, supercoils are dynamic structures which accumulate,
rearrange, translocate, and dissipate. Recent single molecule studies have
observed the dynamic formation, diffusion, hopping, and dissipation of
supercoils. Here, we employ coarse-grain Brownian dynamics simulations,
paralleling recent experiments, to build understanding beyond the capabil-
ities of current experimental techniques. Our computational model incorpo-
rates hydrodynamic interactions, thermal fluctuations, bending, torsion,
extension, and electrostatics. We perform many simulations including trajec-
tories of 21 kilo-basepair lengths of supercoiled DNA spanning up to about
100 ms. We observe several quantities describing the dynamics of super-
coils, including: the average number of supercoils, their lifetime, first juxta-
position time, and diffusion constants.
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Essential cellular processes such as replication and transcription induce
torsional stresses in DNA which lead to an accumulation of supercoils. Exces-
sive, as well as insufficient, levels of supercoiling can impede the progress of
these processes. Therefore, topoisomerases are necessary to maintain an
optimal degree of DNA supercoiling. Recent experiments have considered
the relaxation dynamics of DNA supercoils by both Topo1B and nicking endo-
nucleases. In these experiments, nicking endonucleases or topoisomerases act
on individual torsionally constrained DNA molecules which are held at con-
stant tension. Unfortunately, supercoil relaxation dynamics occur faster than
can be measured by observing merely the end-to-end extension of the DNA,
as in magnetic or optical trap assays. Our objective is to simulate the relaxation
of DNA supercoils to better understand the dynamics and quantify the relaxa-
tion timescales. We represent DNA with a coarse-grained Brownian dynamics
